
The Test of Time
The Norton brand has been making world-class abrasives 
since 1885. And, the American® brand has been the driving 
force in delivering high-quality masking tape products for the 
last 50 years. Both brands bring innovative solutions to the 
market and now we bring them together for your automotive 
aftermarket refinishing needs. Norton and American® brand 
combine proven product performance, maximum product 
integrity, and enhanced cost control. We bring you the quality 
and performance that today's bodyshop demands.
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exclusive Technologies
Unrivaled Performance
A History of innovation

ManufacTured 
for norTon by iPG®



sTick wiTh a winninG coMbinaTion
Both Norton and American® brand work diligently to keep ahead of the trends and 
engineer new and better solutions! The changing needs of the market means new ways 
of doing business like enhancing our premium abrasives line with an exceptional line of 
USA made, clean removal masking products, compatible with a wide range of 
temperatures, latest coatings, and waterborne and solvent paints. our common goal is 
to create a competitive advantage for shops to optimize performance and minimize cost.

availabiliTy norTon 
PG

norTon 
aM

Width Metric 636425- 636425- rolls/case

3/4" 18mm x 54.8m 06382 06385 48

1-1/2" 36mm x 54.8m 06383 06386 24

2" 48mm x 54.8m 06384 06387 24
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The Norton logo, is a registered trademark of Saint-Gobain Abrasives, Inc. 
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like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/nortonautomotive 
www.youtube.com/nortonauto 
www.nortonautomotive.com

BeTTer VAlue. BeTTer PrIce. beTTer PerforMance.

descriPTion PerforMance advanTaGes

Norton PG is a high-quality masking tape with good quick stick and 
holding properties designed for automotive masking applications 
requiring clean and easy removal from either hot or cold surfaces.  
Works well with both solvent and waterborne paints.

 ❚ Fine crepe paper backing

 ❚ Smooth to the touch - easy to work with

 ❚ High temperature resistance (up to 325ºF/163ºc)

 ❚ uV resistant up to 3 days 

 ❚ clean release/removal

 ❚ Stain and transfer-resistant

 ❚ resists paint flaking and wet sanding

descriPTion PerforMance advanTaGes

Norton AM is a cost-effective masking tape with a rubber-based adhesive 
that provides secure adhesion to painted/bare metals and plastics and 
removes cleanly without adhesive residue, paint “flaking” from backside, 
or surface staining. Works well with both solvent and waterborne paints.

 ❚ clean release/removal  

 ❚ uV resistant up to 3 days 

 ❚ Stain and transfer-resistant

 ❚ resists paint flaking and wet sanding




